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What is an Oracle? 

Oracles, as products we can commonly buy in book stores, metaphysical stores and suppliers, exist in 

box form as a series of cards, with an accompanying reading booklet to inform use.  

Oracles are based on divinatory channeling and each card reflects that of a page in a book in which 

ideas as part of a larger sequence of information were transcribed.  

 

Purpose and Name Alignments 

Readings Cards generally have become a part of Product consciousness in general reading and person 

use for given purposes. For this reason, there are diverse intentions attributed by the creators and they 

belong to various categories for digest. Readers, being those whom use the cards, may know them 

according to the names: Oracle deck, Affirmation deck, Devotions, Energisers, Divination cards, 

Spiritual Guidance cards, Tarot, Lenormand, and even Education cards, Encouragers and Self Care 

cards. Not all have a readership that aligns there use with Divination. How the cards are ultimately 

used service the intentions of the person using them.  

 

The Reader 

Readers of Oracle decks may be a user of the cards for their personal self or for an intuitive reading for 

another person. The reader responds to the modality of visual art, written word and ‘intuitive insight’ 

to construct or translate the information of a spread or as an singular account reading.  

Spreads, generally, reflect an allocated or curated design structure by the product designer and writer 

whom conceives of the overall design of the oracle as a set of cards. Each card has an inherent 

correspondence of energy. For example, a Narrative spread may communicate ‘the past current, the 

present theme and future current’ with a direct relationship to energy relationships of the receiver.  
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Energy Relationships 

The diverse nature of reading cards gives value to our reflective human insight to Spirituality and 

Psychology.  

I believe it is important to emphasis the above well, whilst also reiterating that the driving language 

reflects the reader.  

Energy shown in Oracle cards includes specific Archetypes, key messages and ideas, spiritual guidance, 

totems, figures and auspicious symbols. 

 

 

For example,  
Cards support ‘generative concepts’. 
Cards support ‘dialogue around supportive, mindful care’. 
Cards suggest ‘toward alignments’. 
Cards are ‘reflective-identifiers’ : with relevancy, encompassing belief, and pivot consciousness.  
 

 

As a matter of focused awareness, not all are believers in Spirit nor are those who believe in Spirit, 

believers in transactions such as Spiritual contact interface.  At the subtle level, the readership of cards 

is generally understood by Psychic people and Mediums as ‘users’ of cards, that spirit impacts our life’s 

movements on a subtle level. Recognition is given for how many people dive into Intuition and 

relevance in the absence of conscious-insight, and also those who by contrast relate to the modality 

of correspondence that occurs with stimulus, relation and ascribed meaning.  

Key Areas 

Oracles are fascinating visual stimulus for a wide range of processes, not restricted to spread layouts. 

It is important to recognize breadth orientation to product when assessing their value and how they 

function for users across spiritual people.  

 

• Psychology, Self - care, Guidance, Intuition & the Psychic Appreciation 

• Stimuli, Educational Archetypes, Devotion, Worship of Guides 

• Faith-based Visuals, Energy setting, Divination, Manifestation.  
 

 


